
Proposals contained in the text with term "atom"

When to stretch you an unique crystal augments distance between atoms, and atoms get closer 
during compression.

With this change of atoms of balance is unsettled the balance of force of attraction and of repulsion 
electrostatics, therefore after displaced elimination of the load atoms because of force of attraction 
or of repulsion to be returned to its state of initial balance, and crystals take their original form and 
size.

To slide into crystalline network takes place on plans and directions with the densest packing of 
atoms, where the amplitude of the gap of the weakest resistance.

Under the effect along the pressure of sliding shearing plan in the direction of the arrow, atoms near 
basic movements luxation from the right to the left in distance (1-> 2 3-> 4 5-> 6 7-> 8 9-> 10, and-> 
12 13->-> 14, 15-> • 16, 17-> 18), appreciably lower in the atomic.

Atoms are displaced not only in the plan of the drawing, but in all the atomic layers in parallel in l '* 
plan.

Rise - it is the displacement of broadcasting of the line of luxation or of a part of this one following 
the membership of interstitiels atoms or of vacant posts.

Luxations moving in the distorted metal, to generate a big number of dislocated atoms and vacant 
posts.

Hardening of the metal during plastic distortion (�crouissage) is explained by increase among 
crystalline defects (luxations, lacunas, interstitiels atoms).

Redundant vacant posts and interstitiels are absorbed by luxations in the redistribution of past when 
they are heated.

Besides, vacancy and interstitiels atoms to interact during its meeting with a reduction of energy.



Hardening is due to the strengthening of mobile luxations by atoms of impurity in the walls of 
luxations, resulting of polygonisation some distorted metal.

in the borders of distorted grains or of shearing plans inside grains, then they grow, by moving them 
of atoms of distorted sections.

Atoms on the cup-shaped surface has a bigger number of neighbours, and therefore lower in the 
energy of an atom, located on a convex surface (fig

Solid solution is called the stage in which a component of the alloy keeps its crystalline network and 
the atoms of components one or several others are arranged in a lattice of the first component 
(solvent), to change its size (periods].

In the substitution training solid solution atoms in solution to replace a part of the solvent atoms in 
the knots of its crystalline network.

The atoms of solution atoms is possible replace whatever some solvent, but the relating positions of 
all atoms, in general, am statistically incoherent.

50, b) the solution atoms are arranged in interspaces (spaces) of the crystalline network of the 
solvent.

Atoms rasiolavgayutsp not entrenœud lyuoom and in slack periods, where they have more free 
space.

network will be most appropriate porous oktaedrp-ques centres of six atoms of I (bowls), which was 
formed between the pore located at the level of the summits of l'] octaedron.

lattice, in spite of the density of packing of high atoms.

Solution atoms are collected in luxation (Fig



In solutions of substitution of the atoms of smaller size (in comparison with the metal atoms of the 
solvent) atoms pile up in the zone constricted by the stitch is bigger - in the zone of tension of 
network.

In the training of solid solution of atoms of dissolved elements are stretched in the region near the 
base luxation (fig

In the field of luxations am easier to be put foreign atoms than in the network region perfect, where 
the foreign atoms to cause an important lattice distortion.

Interstitiels atoms is much more extremely linked to luxations than of atoms of substitution, forming 
an atmosphere of Cottrell.

The phenomenon of the concentration of sites of defects (peodporodnostsy structural, of the 
quantity of solid atoms of solution, driving to a reduction of energy in excess of defects is known 
under the name of segregation, without isolation, or n> B.

The distortions of crystalline network in the course of the training of solid substitution solution 
(atoms B) and the implementation (carbon atoms), - In, B, A, R, - the place of predilection of the 
solution atoms close to the heart luxation

Components have to belong to the same group of the periodical table of elements, or to the adjacent 
siblings and therefore have a close structure of electrons of valency shell in atoms.

Solid solution can be only a limited concentration, since the number of pores in the lattice is limited, 
and the atoms of the main components are stocked in the sites of network.

) Who form in high temperatures, substitution solutions (alternately with incoherent atomic 
components), by a slow cooling or a heating extended in some temperatures is the process of 
redistribution of atoms, in which the atoms of elements to occupy some posts in crystalline network 
(fig



In a state of complete classification of the atoms of the single component occupy all sites in the 
single sub-network, and atoms of the other component - in other one.

A good disposition of the atoms of both components

who takes into account the order of disposition of atoms at distance of 103 nm), the order degree is 
characterised by order short-distance (a) who determines the report of the pairs of numbers 
dvuhkomponentnop AB n system of atoms and the total number of pairs has = (n-?

Atoms in the network of a chemical compound are order, to know

atoms of every element are regularly and on sites in certain lattices.

Contrary to the solid solutions of chemical compounds are generally formed between components 
having a big difference in the electronic structure of atoms.

^ RM <0,59, then metal atoms in these stages are the same type of lattice of simple crystals': gauge 
(K8, K12) or hexagonal (G12), who introduces not metallic atoms, holding him of some time.

In solid solutions of subtraction of the sites of network to be occupied by atoms of an element, is 
free.

Composed of this type are characterised by a particular value of the density of electrons, which is 
expressed by the report among electrons of valency by unit cell, provided that all knots in network 
are occupied by atoms of to the number of atoms by unit cell.

who, following bloody idiot fluctuations � concentration and the site of the atom d'.

This is explained due to the fact that the atoms of dissolved elements are regrouped in zones of the 
distorted grid, what prevents the promotion of luxations.



This is due to the distortion of the electrical field of atoms metallic lattices solvent of the dissolved 
component.

All metals and metallic alloys with crystalline body: atoms (ions) are located in natural metal with the 
training of the said stitch.

Metallic State occurs in a complex of atoms, when they approach the external electrons to lose the 
contact with the individual atoms, are commonplace, of kind

The growth of stage transition occurs news following atoms across the interface of initial stage of re-
formed by centuries.

Then the germ of a new stage is orientated so that it is linked to initial stage on plans certain 
cristallographiques, the most similar in site of atoms and distance between them.

65) the growth of a new stage occurs high-speed, that atoms move orders

Atoms of ions () are located at a distance one of drutgo in the energy of correlation is minimal (face 
1).

With a regular layout of atoms in the metal to form a regular crystalline network is implemented in 
the state of minimal energy of the correlation of atoms.

Atoms (ions) to occupy a post of minimal potential energy.

The atoms which form the surface layer have a bigger potential energy because of the presence of 
force of correlation not compensated [taking a spherical form of the field of force around the (ionic) 
atom].

The carbon atom is located in the network of ferrite in the centre of the cube, which is put sphere of 
ray of 0,29 atomic iron ray, as well as posts, luxations, etc



The carbon atom in iron network is located in the centre of the unit cell (there to see

C�mentite has a complex orthorhombique woof with packing near atoms.

One 1 bore Tom is partly located in the pores of the stitch of an iron, and to replace a part of iron 
atoms.

The composition of the stage of carbide of (K) corresponds to composed steels in the manganese (Fe, 
Mn) S, in which the room of the iron atom is replaced with atoms of manganese ' C ' C / 600

In a weak content of carburig�nes elements are such as Mn, Cr, W and Mb to dissolve in the past 
c�mentite, in return for iron atoms in l'.

The manganese can replace all c�mentite in the iron lattice atoms (Fe ^ C-> MP3) of chromium - 25 
molybdenum - 3, and the tungsten, only in 0,8-1,0 in.

AS8 AND M7S3 (Carbides with lattice in the form of lattice of chromium carbides), M / (x and M, C 
(carbides with a lattice, in which the metallic atoms are located on the type of tungsten or 
molybdenum carbides), and finally, MS (carbides, but type of cubic granetsepgrnrovapnoy network).

The second group of carbides of type MC (VC, TIC, NbC, SNAP) (metallic atoms disposed in a type of 
cubic network), TOILET (metallic atoms disposed in a type of cubic obemnotsentrnrovannoy network) 
W2C and Mo2C (metallic atoms disposed in a type of hexagonal network).

The likelihood of the training in liquid stage (or aust�nite) metastable c�mentite containing C 6,67 %, 
much higher than the graphite, which is only made up of carbon atoms (Fig

By virtue of the atomic crystal lattice include the relating position of an atom, which exists in the 
crystal.



4) an imaginary space PETC is, in which knots are atoms d' (priests), forming a crystalline solid body, 
in that case the metal.

C, % (Pomasse) A critical size is dyshey because of fluctuations Raspaud atoms lozhenpya.

The network cell crystalline has an unit in which the part of a number of atoms, called the complex.

The big number of technically important metals is one of the following highly sophisticated gripped 
lattice of atoms: obemnoientrirovannuyu cube (Fr.

So, the growth of grains is controlled by broadcasting of atoms in the passage of big margin.

The face 5 shows crystalline networks in an arbitrary definite way and layout or packing of atoms 
(ions), what gives a visual representation of each of structures.

In the atoms of packing (ions) diagrammes are represented zones of size such as they relate some to 
others.

She is based on the diffraction of X-rays with a length of very short wave (0,02-0,2 nm) of rows of 
atoms in the crystal Julia.

With this effect, but X-rays, electrons and neutrons are used, which also give motives of diffraction in 
correlation with ions (atoms) of the crystal.

atoms lattices are located at the level of the knots of the cell and an atom d '-in the centre of the 
cube.

k, atoms lattice in the corners of the cube in the centre of every face (fig

5b) are atoms located in corners and hexagonal centre of the prism base and three atoms in central 
plan of prism.



This decoration of atoms metals are: H", Mg, Tia, Cu, Re, Bone, Ru, Zn, Co, Be, Tla, etc Zra

The carbon atoms occupy the pores of the oktaedricheskpe pa-regulate in 1001 in network, I of an 
iron (martensite) and it is strongly distorted.

In alloys slozhnolegprovappyh in low temperatures, the training of martensite n with other grids (for 
example, e-martensite with hexagonal network and B '-martepsit with packing rhombo�drique of 
atoms, a normal martensite of which during the heating is possible form).

It is easy to see that an unit cell of cubic network centered as a whole represents for two atoms, an 
atom in the centre of the cube and a mass atom in total make atoms located in the summits of the 
cube (every atom at the top of the cube at the same time belongs to unit cells eight, and the 
conjugating in this cell has only an eighth of the mass of the atom, and the whole cell 1 / 8x8 = 1 
atom d').

Mechanical gap of martensitique transformation differs logic co-operative displacement directional 
of atoms in the network of transformation.

Individual atoms are moved of a distance not exceeding the interatomic while supporting mutual 
nearness, but the absolute amplitude of displacement is proportional to the distance of interface.

Granetsentrirovashyuy by unit cell of a cubic network it ya four atoms, among which the one atom d' 
(calculation that for centered cubic network) atoms contribute to the summits of a cube, and three 
atoms in total (1/2 x 6 - 3)

Having entered energies pustepi of atoms na small distance, he arrives at a high rate to temperatures 
close to the absolute zero.

12 is made by atoms in the middle of the face, because each of these atoms ns prnpa networks 
1lezhit two.



5) characterised by the number of coordination, which is defined as the number of atoms in one 
equal and closer to the given atom.

The high hardness of the martensite is mainly due to the influence of the carbon atoms interstitiels in 
network "stage, the creation of structure micro-and submicroscopique the heterogeneity of high 
density of crystalline defects.

The higher coordination number, the biggest density of packing atoms.

In the cubic centered cell cubic unit, the smallest distance between atoms d corresponds to 0,5-------
ir / / 3.

At this distance from a given atom Fig is eight neighbours (

As a result, the co-ordinating q shatsionnoe number of this network corresponds to 8 and is indicated 
by CD factor cell of filling, defined as the report of the volume occupied by atoms of in the cell 
volume is 68 %.

For centered faces number of coordination crystals equal to 12 network closest neighbouring (K12), 
every atom 12 at a distance d---0,5 aj / 2 (fig

The hexagonal network plotioupakovannaya as whom has / one 1,633 is the number of coordination 
of 12 (G12), who also corresponds to the maximum density of packing of spheres (atoms) (fig 6) 
Several metals to crystallise in the hexagonal system, the report c / has is in one, 57-1, 64, that

Cubic in centered faces and hexagonal compact (c / has 1,633 =) of the stitch - the most compact, in 
which the factor of filling of atoms is 74 %.

The half of the smallest distance between the centres of atoms is called atomic ray.

Ray augments with the number of atomic coordination diminish, since it augments the space 
between atoms.



In low temperature, holiday or during steels npzkouglerodnstyh soaks into the �temperature / M -
And: he ya a segregation of the carbon by luxations and in temperatures of ~ 10 ()� On the training of 
bunches, plat - odpo bunches atomnop thick of carbon atoms

To determine the position of the atomic plans passing by atoms) in crystalline networks indications 
are space (/g / g/), representing three rational numbers, which are the reciprocal axles of segments, 
the interception of the plan of the axles of co-ordinates.

In these temperatures, the broadcasting of the increase of carbon, and critics' carbide crystals 
become bigger than the continuation of the flow of atoms of carbon of the zones of semi-une-
pacmoop � Fe

-1et " m " Li1) zhelerOMbiCheSKOGO by fact of, black c�mentite - atoms uglechto on the verge of 
solution, and e-carbide with a stitch of type better tension, and, as a result, the energy of lower 
surface to that on the verge of the martensite and the c�mentite, of kind appearance d' essential 
core of carbide requires less energy of fluctuations.

The appearance of the fragility of type II is very probably due to the segregation of the atoms of 
some elements (mainly the phosphorus) in the joints of grains, and the enrichment of the superficial 
layers of the grain of these elements without the attribution of an excess of fine stages (carbides, 
phosphures, etc

With ageing, the main distortion hardening is not probably due to the liberalisation of stages in 
excess, and the correlation of impurity (of carbon and nitrogen atoms), with accumulations of 
luxations, what hinders their movement.

To determine directions of the lines of index of location of atoms in the crystalline network of the 
family of parallel plans to choose the direction of plans passing by origin.

It is easy to see that the density of the arrangement of atoms in different plans (poured hook 
r�ticulaire density) varies.



network belongs to the single atom d' (1/4 X 4), the plan of the rhombo�dal dodecahedron (110) 2 
atoms one atoms of manufacture of atoms in summits (1/4 x 4), and an atom in the centre of the 
cube.

lattice with the densest arrangement of atoms is the plan of the octaedron (111), and the Father.

As a result of the unequal density of atoms in different plans and directions:; lattice chemical 
properties (many, lb; icheskpe, mechanics': each of the crystals depend on the direction of cut of the 
sample in comparison with directions in network.

sites of the network in which atoms are away (Fig

Job often the result of the transition of an atom of a site of network in the surface and evaporates of 
the surface of the crystal and lower following their passage in internodal.

In the crystal, him ya always atoms kinetic energy of which is much higher than medium, typical of 
the given heating temperature.

These atoms, especially those near the surface is possible attain the surface of the crystal, and their 
place will be the atoms who are more distant from the surface, and they belong sites to be free, of 
kind

The number of posts in a temperature close to fusion, can attain 1 % in comparison with the number 
of atoms in the crystal.

Vacant is formed not only by heating, but also in the process of plastic distortion, the recristallisation 
and the bombing of the metallic atoms or of particles with high energy (radiance in a cyclotron or 
radiation neutronique in a nuclear reactor).

M e g r e l e s b atoms of n (defects of Frenkel).

These defects to result from the transition of an atom of a site of network in the internodal (fig 8).



In loco of the atom, which was published on the site of network in mezhdou.

In plotpoupakovanpyh, typical lattice for most metals, the energy of training of interstitiels atoms is 
several times superior to the energy of training of thermal lacunas.

As a result, the metal is very difficult to occur, and punctual interstitiels defects are the thermal main 
vacant posts.

Interstitielle atom 8

Punctual defects in the imperfections of crystalline network of point "in crystalline network to occur 
because of the presence of atoms of impurity, which is generally available in the same pure metal.

Displacement (relaxation) around a post becomes vacant normally in first two layers of neighbouring 
atoms and actions until interatomic of the State.

These imperfections can be some vacant posts or numbers him of interstitiels atoms.

The training of active atoms in the material possible saturate near the surface or directly on the 
metallic surface.

Adsorption of atoms of active surface formed by saturation (reversible) physical differentiation and 
the chemical adsorption (Chimisorption).

Adsorption physical appearance drives that in a clutch of the saturating adsorb� element atoms 
(adsorbat) in the treated surface (Adsorbant) by the action of Wai der Waals force of attraction, and 
he is characterised by the reversibility of the easy adsorption (D�sorption).

In chimisorption, him ya a correlation between the atoms of the adsorbat and the adsorbant, who, 
by the nature and forces it close to the chemical substance.



If the chemical potential of the diffusing element in l'. Saturated absorbing the atmosphere is 
superior to that some treated metal and adsorb�s atoms are absorbed by the penetrating treated 
metal n are lacunas of network available in big quantities in the surface of the metal

Broadcasting - the movement of adsorb�s atoms in the network of the worked metal.

The technique of broadcasting is possible only if the solubility of the element diffusing in the treated 
metal and a high enough temperature, giving the necessary energy of the atom i.

If the energy of activation Q for the carbon and the nitrogen in an iron - is 129,6-133,8 atom kDzh' g, 
the energy of activation for the eles ~ aimentov forming one of the solid iron substitution solutions 
(Cr, A1, Mb, n, etc

) 250,8 prsvyshlp kDzh' g • atom d'

In cross section, where he ya a substantial violation of periodicity and arrangement of atoms, size of 
defect is not big and do not exceed 3-5 one (a period of repktki).

The concentration of the element diffusing on the saturation surface depends on the activity of the 
environment, giving the flux of atoms of this element in the surface, the rate of process of 
broadcasting, what drives to one r�-execution of these atoms in the metal, the composition of the 
treated metallic structure formed of n stages.

atoms of element of transition of broadcasting of the one in the stage there, which restores limit 
concentration in interface and make develop them in the room to be manufactured.

For the jointoiement atoms of steel carbon to diffuse in iron network there.

homya roalmyugo plan of the crystal, 6, <• - T square the same perfect slsdovatelnogo crystal to by-
pass the defect of the atom with atom of in a region of perfect crystal.



Hamburgers vector is difference between perimetres (to Air to Drink ARCD C' D '-] around an atom 
given in the plan of network ideal (fig

As a result, the joint of grain in the atoms of transition region are differently arranged that in the 
volume of the grain (fig

Besides, the joints of grains in metals are concentrated technical impurity, which in additional pauses 
for [family of atoms.

Atoms in the joints of grains (or sub-grains) and atoms in the surface of the crystal, because of 
neskompensirovannosti of interatomic force, have a bigger potential energy than atoms in grains 
pell-mell.

The base of the process of broadcasting in crystals is the atomic mechanism, in who every made 
atom some more or less unpredictable promenades, that is

First of all, we should answer question: how it can atom moves from a position to other one.

For cyclic jump mechanism of prsdstavlnech broadcasting a joint movement (cyclic rotation) of 
groups of atoms (for example, four in Fig

15b) a particular case of cyclic is (group of two atoms) and is to exchange atoms of neighbouring 
places.

When the mechanism of vakinsionnom atom of broadcasting changed of place with a vacant post (Fig

15, and in task place / can move the atom 2, who energy raised.

Offer of job the atom of one is on the ancient site of the atom and is possible take 3, and so of



Diagramme of mechanisms of broadcasting: have - circular, b - exchange, there - of vacancy, d -
interstitielle (figures show the sequence of movement of atoms)

If c - the medium displacement of atoms of broadcasting, the coefficient of broadcasting can be 
nearly expressed in terms of quadratique displacement average: x - 2DT; D-l-/2t.

To return the elementary act of the broadcasting of an atom must overcome a barrier of energy.

The medium thermal energy of atoms is much smaller than the energy of activation Q, necessary to 
overcome the barrier of energy in the transition of an atom of a balance position to other one.

Essentials for such passage of energy in excess acquired by an atom of his neighbours because of fact 
as atoms are persistently exchanged between energiey1 kinetics.

Resistance to augmented heat is got by alloying solid solution, what drives to an increase of the 
energy of link between atoms, what draws away in the processes of broadcasting and of auto-booby-
trapped, and the increase of the temperature of recristallisation, the creation of a structure in special 
alloy, composed of broadcasting in solid main solution and joints of carbide grains dispersed, and 
especially intermetallic stages, consistent with the matrix during long period.

1 For thermal agitation is characterised by an unequal sharing out of energy between atoms.

In the atoms of liquid metal is not arranged in an unpredictable way, as in the gaseous state, and at 
the same time in their correct site of the curl, which is typical for a crystalline solid body (fig

19a), atoms remain constant interatomic distance and angle relations at big distance (crystal lattice).

Microvolumes with a regular arrangement of atoms, having got up, there can be some time, then 
scatter and reappear in another elementary fluid volume, etc

In temperatures close to the temperature of fusion, the liquid metal, the training of small groups in 
which atoms are wrapped according to crystals.



The collapse of supersaturated solid solution in the network, the copper atoms of which are 
statistically uniform, in several stages occurs according to temperature and ageing length.

In artificial ageing natural (in 20 � C) or in low temperature (below 100-150 � C) decomposition of 
solid solution with the exit of the upper stage, in these temperatures, the copper atoms is not 
noticed to move only in crystalline network of "solid solution at very small distance and go {100} 
plans to the plate or disc training zone

":::: Dissolve the solid:::::::::::::::::::::::: � �::::::::;: �::::::::: solution and the copper 
atoms::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: new more or less:::::::::: ':::::::::::::::::;;::::::::::::::::: uniformly!

As a result, the reduction of the energy free pell-mell from atoms in the transition of the liquid state 
in solid enough crystalline to form a critical core.

The training of the embryo contributes to the unequal distribution of energy between the atoms of 
material.

Growth of nucl�ation occurs following the transition of atoms of the surfondu liquid in crystals.

Atom in position 2 (Fig

Atoms, who had the position 3, including three links, firmly fixed.

N uOBLpXHULlH videveskaya of the temperature of fusion (glued together STUPSNEK and edges 
KOTORYHLIZATSII NC) easily kept atoms of news from the liquid.

In place vyhodz on the surface of one luxation screw is a stage at which it is easy to line up atoms 
coming from some liquid (fig



Luxations screw to draw away obrazovzniyu on the surface of the turns of crystalline growth in the 
height of the one in several atoms thousand.

Reason justifies thermodynamics for the direction of both stages of point of view, it is that the 
energy of surface minimum is given with maximum similarity in the arrangement of atoms in contact 
areas of new and ancient stages.

In the atoms of impurity are possible be speeded up adsorb� to crystallise in metal.

Following the polymorphous transformation of the atoms of a crystalline body, having a network of a 
first type, rebuilt so that a crystalline network of another type.

<http://www.mash.oglib.ru/bgl/561/11.html>

The polarity of molecules

The molecules which are formed by atoms of the same element, in general, will be non-polar, not 
polar, and two are considered in them. So, the molecules of H 2, Fr 2, N 2 non-polar.

The molecules who are formed by atoms of different elements can be polar and not polar. He 
depends on geometric form. 

If form is symmetrical, then the not polar molecule (BEH 2, BF 3, CH 4, CO 2, SO 3), if the 
asymmetrical (because of the presence of pairs of free electrons or of the not matched electrons), 
the polar molecules (NH 3, H 2 O, SO 2, N. 2).

If you want to replace the one on the side of atoms in a symmetrical molecule on an atom of another 
element as there is a distortion of geometric forms and the emergence of the polarity, as the 
chlorinated methane CH 3 CL, CH 2 CL 2 AND CHCL 3 (molecules of methane non-polar CH 4).

<http://www.mash.oglib.ru/bgl/561/11.html>


The polarity of the asymmetrical form of the molecule diverted from the polarity of covalentes links 
between the atoms of the elements of �lectron�gativit� different. 

As stated above, him ya a partial view in displacement of electronic density along the axle because of 
the �lectron�gatif element several atoms, such as:

H + δ Cl → �-B + � → Fr - δ

C - � ← H + δ N δ - H ← + δ

(Here δ - an electrical partial load on atoms).

The biggest is difference in �lectron�gativit�s of elements, more the absolute value of the load and � 
the most polar is covalente link.

In the symmetrical form of molecules (for example, BF 3) "centres of gravity " of the negative 
demarcation (δ-) and positive (δ +) of load the same, and in the asymmetrical molecules (for 
example, NH 3) - correspond in: 

<here - Fig in the text for s.280, the right band, the top>

Consequently, molecules formed in asymmetrical electrical dipole - separated by some distance in 
the space of the difference of expenses, for example, in a water molecule: 

<here - Fig in the text for s.280, the right band, the bottom>

<http://www.alhimik.ru/teleclass/konspect/konsp3-09.shtml>
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The sun warms up the Earth, the dispatch of heat across the universe. And when it is transferred to 
tiny distance?

Physics of transfer of heat in the nanoworld is full of surprises. It proves to be that a strong top in 
metal irradiates heat in a rate much higher than usually, if she to bring in the surface of the metal 
with cold at a distance of only some atoms. of heat between two objects are possible be transmitted 
by means of conduction, convection and radiance. 

In the transfer of heat by convection is the necessary environment, for example, the air carriers in 
the radiance of heat are electromagnetic waves which can spread in space. Conductivity is only 
noticed by direct contact with the object, when atoms vibrate fast in the heated body to shake slow 
atoms cold body. The scientists describe this process as the transfer of phonons (quanta of 
vibration).

It would seem that he cannot occur between separated objects, space must be a zone forbidden for 
phonons. However, the results of experience Altfedera Igor (Igor Altfeder) of Ohio (the Air Force 
Research Laboratory in Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio), a scientist who passed his 
colleagues, contrary to theoretical predictions. 

In pushed space they brought the top of platinum and from iridium in a 275 degree temperature 
Kelvin in a very short distance - only 0,3 nanometres - in the gold surface, cooled down Kelvin to 210 
degrees, and then in 150 and 90. To measure the temperature of nano-objects, the scientists used 
the microscopy with sweeping with effect tunnel. (In that case, between the top and the surface to 
determine difference between tension and file of common produces by electrons to jump over the 
hole. These electrons are thermal vibrations in the material, therefore of the current is possible judge 
the temperature, especially, the last atom or the molecule on the top.) it was noted that the 
molecule of carbon (CO) monoxide on the edge of the top have the same temperature as the surface 
is separated from its empty distance.

This suggests that heat is transferred of the top to high speed. As the authors considered, a molecule 
of CO to transfer the heat for 10 10 times quicker than what it would have been in the normal 
radiance of heat in space. What takes place when the transfer of heat across a narrow slit of a space? 



Heat is transferred by means of variations of electrical field which are electrons with seesaw on the 
surface. The scientists call this process �a phonon tunnel" when quantified (discreet) of molecular 
vibrations (Phonons) to jump over the empty hole prohibited. authors underline that results must be 
considered in the development of nanoelectronic devices and of devices, who are based on gradients 
of temperature.

http://www.nkj.ru/news/18794/

http://www.nkj.ru/news/18794/

